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Decorating Tips Weekly Stages 'Minstrel Show'

By L inco ForrtSf

Designer

Hardwood Institute
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DECORATING A LA AMERICANA

Everybody likes getting ready for a birthday party and

preparations for the upcoming bicentennial, of the United

States are already in view.

In decorating.your home, the easiest way to add a touch

of Americana is to use the eagle motif, in subtle touches,

like finials atop lamps and clocks, on bathroom towel

racks and shower curtain hooks, as brass pulls and han

minstrel show since she has

done one in college.

Ferguson at first is reluctant

to take part but finally comes

around. Jackie, like most

directors, has a touch of Otto

Preminger in her and Charlie,

Peggy and Ferguson do the

usual amateur actor

temperament number.

By the time opening night

arrives everyone is back to

talking to each other and go

off to do the minstrel show

with Ferguson in white face as

a last minute substitute for the

master of ceremonies.

The Sherwood Forrest

Estate's Player's are presenting

their annual production
and

Peggy is faced with a

group has decided to put

on a minstrel show.

Peggy finally confesses to

Jackie but assures her that she

is not going to be involved and

that she and Charlie will not

even go to the show. Jackie

puts Peggy at her eas- e- putting

on a minstrel show today is not

a put down of blacks but is in

the category of and

nostalgia. In point of fact,

Jackie volunteers to stage the

Actress Creates Many

Faces With Wigs
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beauty.

Oak's varied grain pattern

gives it a. rustic quality

reminiscent of the country's

youth. It is marveldusly in

tune with quilts

and sam-

plers on the walls. It has a

masculine quality.

Maple and cherry both

have even grain patterns and

an inherent refinement that

make them ideal in the

home. Maple is actually

heavier than cherry, giving

it a more solid heft than

cherry, but both are strong

woods.

Birch, a gentle buff color

with an occasional hint of

red in it, is used especially

where strength and hardness

are needed, such as in

cabinets, hutches and

In the early days, people

went no farther than their

own backyards to cut down

these trees. But today, the

supply of native hardwoods

is kept plentiful through the

dles. Stencilled decorations

on chair backs and drawer

fronts is another road to

Or color

schemes of

fabrics like calico and

denim.

You can build a look of

Americana around the re-

newed popularity of the ma-

hogany desk, built

along the masculine lines

of the Gov. Winthrop style,

or to a more e scale

in a Queen Anne version

complete with intricate turn-

ings and cabriole legs.

For the bedroom,, you can

get on the band-

wagon; or go with the heftier

hall and boll bed, with

posts, in a large

room, you can use the tra-

ditional Use

a or a tall

highboy in smaller quarters.

For authenticity, make all

your hardware solid brass

and the furniture itself of

oak, maple, cherry and

birch, the handsome native

hardwoods which gave the

originals their charm and

NEW FSU STUDENTS meet Dr. W, C. Brown, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at Fayetteville

State University their first day on campus The new students arrived Sunday, August 19 and a record

enrollment is expected this year at FSU. The new students are Sabrina Green, Fayetteville;

Audrey Ardrey, Charlotte; and Jesse Davis, Raleigh.

FROM BLACK TO WHITE Ferguson Bruce puts on white face, Peggy and Charlie Wilson don black

face and Jackie Bruce plays director in "The Minstrel Show" segment of "LOVE THY NEIGHBOR."

Air date is Wednesday, September 19. "Love Thy Neighbor" stars Janet MacLachlan, Ron Masak,

Harrison Page and Joyce Bulifant. Airs Wednesday evenings at 8:00 p.m. (7:00 Central) on the ABC

Television Network.

Marjorie Barnes, a young

and talented actress and jaaz

singer, is a born winner. She

attributes the success she has

already had to luck which in-

cludes a leading part in the

American Place Theatre pre-

sentation of "Freeman" in

New York recently. She ad-

mits that there is more to it,

though. "Eighty percent is

luck," she says. The rest?

"Hard work and the ability to

keep on trucking."

NCBA Announces Second State Prisons Forum

"Thunderfist" Set For Opening in Major Cities

rounded by beautiful coun-

tryside and full of magnifi-

cent churches

While on the road, Mar-

jorie must watch her diet and

her complexion. She does this

by avoiding fried foods and

her one weakness, chocolate

chip cookies. She also rubs

vitamin E oil on her skin to

keep it fresh and attractive.

Whether travelling or au-

ditioning in New York, Mar-

jorie uses wigs quite often. "I

must fit the role to win the

part," she explains. "I use a

wig to create the character."

While entertaining in night-

clubs, Marjorie has to change

the way she looks between

sets. "'m lazy like most peo-

ple," she states, "and like the

convenience of a styled wig."

Her Klut';i wigs of

medacrylic fiber have

added convenience. They can

be packed in a corner of a

community level from across

the state have been asked to

attend. High ranking Black

prison personnel have

committed themselves to

participate in the August 25th

meeting.

buddies living there

and they recorded the music. A

symphonic orchestra

nuri as well. Johnson is
careful planning and modern

Black Mortgage Companies Are

The NCBA feels that his

Forum is necessary and

timely. Although the Social

Rehabilitation and Control

Secretary has recently

announced major

reorganization within the

prison system, there is still a

pressing need to continue work

toward assisting the Black

prison population. Attention

will be focused on the

classification process, health

services, lack of uniformity in

rules and regulations and the

enterprise system.

Like the last forum, Black

prison staff at all levels,

inmates and and

interested people from the

On Saturday, August 25 the

North Carolina Black Assembly

(NCBA) will sponsor its second

Forum On Prisons. The all day

Forum is expected to get under

way at 9:00 am at Durham

College on Fayetteville Street

in Durham.

The first forum on prisons

was held in March of this year.

Its purpose was to identify

major problem areas in the

prison system especially as

they effect the Black prison

population. It was. decided at

the first Forum that a second

forum should be held designed

to work out solutions to the

most pressing problems for

Black people in prison.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Dangerous to Your Health.

technology of the hardwood

lumber industry, it takes

20th Century to

keep these 18th Century

styles in your home.

Any questions on hard-

wood? Write to Linda

Forrest, Hardwood Institute,

Suite 1422, 551 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y. 10017.

Complete Failure - FNMA Head

now engaged in final

negotiations for the

distribution of six additional

features.

"Sugar Hill," A Tale

Of Voodoo Terror

Now Being Filmed

"Sugar Hill," a terror tale

about using voodoo and

zombies to get revenge on the

a. 73.

business thriving and his profits suitcase and gently shaked

before wearing. They look like
accumulating.'

real healthy hair, besides'

went on to say, "Artisan's sole

purpose is to distribute films

which are entertaining and

have strong appeal to general

audiences."

Herb Honis has been

appointed Marketing Director

for the company. Honis is a

former United Artists

roadshow man working out of

New York. He planned and

directed the advertising,

publicity, and promotion

campaigns as roadshow

coordinator of "Fiddler on the

Roof," with .the responsibility

of planning, scheduling and

budgeting the newspaper,

radio, and television campaigns

for each market. He will sell

directly to theatres and

promote the film in each area.

Johnson, a noted jazz

pianist and composer, also

wrote the score for

"Thunderfist." He went to

Hong Kong and assembled a

rhythm and blues' group of

"MISTER ROGERS IN HARLEM" - Fred Rogers creator and host of the

children's program, "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood," visited Harlem recently for some

filming. "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood," seen on some 200 PBS stations and viewed by

an estimated audience of children daily seeks to foster the mental growth and development

of the young child. With Rogers is Francois Clemmons whose apartment in New York

and the block on which he lives was the focal point for the Harlem visit.

Artisan Releasing

Corporation, an independant

distribution company, has set

their Hong Kong Kung

FuKarate film, "Thunderfist",

for a Detroit opening in

September, it was announced

by J. LaMont Johnson,

president.

In 1972 Johnson formed

Filmethics International, a

Black distribution company,

which was brought together to

make films dealing with the

Black experience. The

company was forced to fold

due to withdrawal of financial

support by his Black investors.

Johnson states, "The one single

cause for my reorganization

stemmed from the lack of

integrity on the part of my

investors. I had their full

backing and then they

withdrew, without prior

notification or explanation,

leaving me to field the flack

without support." Johnson

Appointed New Consumer Contact Star of "Scream, Blacular, Scream" is Honored

Actress Marjorie Barnes

rushes across town for a

wearing an Elura wig by

Fashion Tress. Tne flattering

feminine style sweeps down

from a classic side part to a

feathery flP

Marjorie, who is in her

early twenties, has been hard

at work for some time and

enjoying every minute of it.

While a drama student at

Howard University, a chance

stint in a talent show lead to

a spot as a second lead in a

jazz group. From there, she

understudied seven people in

the rock musical, "Iphigenia."

The next step: the tribal scene

in "Hair."

At the moment Marjorie

Barnes is touring the coun-

try with a jazz group, "The

Community Drive." Although

she spends weeks at a rime

living out of a suitcase, she

always manages to look ter- -

statue will be on permanent

display at Actors Equity

headquarters in New York

City. Each year a smaller metal

replica of the bust will be

given, along with a $4,000 cash

grant, to "an outstanding

person in the arts and

humanities."

Marshall has just returned to

California from New York

activities in conjunction with

the awards committee, and he

will resume personal
appearances and interviews at

openings of "Scream, Blacula,

Scream."

Mafia, will start filming

September 10 for American

International, it is announced

by Lawrence A. Gordon,

in Charge of

Worldwide Production.

Elliot Schick will produce.

He has been production

manager on AB?'s "3 in the

Attic", "Bloody Mama,"

"Bunny O'Hare," "3 in the

Cellar," "Frogs" and

"Dillinger", and directed and

produced live and taped

television productions.

Marjorie makes up for her

LOS ANGELES -
commercial banks

and the black business

community were sharply

criticized by the president of

the Federal National Mortgage

Association for contributing to

the almost complete failure of

black mortgage banking

companies.

Oakley Hunter, president of

FNMA, told the predominately

black National Association of

Real Estate Brokers, that the

r effort to help black

mortgage companies was

unsuccessful partly because

black businesses failed to keep

deposits in those banks.

"There is some evidence

that until black people have

confidence in themselves and

each .other to a greater extent

than in the past there will be

no permanent, lasting solution

to the problem of black

poverty in the United States,"

Hunter told the group.

role as a young wife in "Free-

man." Her Elura wig by North

American Fashions can be

parted in the middle or to the

side. I

William Marshall, star of

American International's

"Scream, Blacula, Scream", has

been honored by appointment

to the Paul Robeson Annual

Awards Committee of Actors

Equity, the national

professional actors

organization.

Marshall and other members

of the newly formed

committee have commissioned

the distinguished American

sculptor Richmond Barthe to

sculpt a bust of Robeson, who

is now in retirement. The

Q7f5I ,UTMarjorie. has an additional
"1 RaitTHEATRICAL WORLD

ft AN

ier beauty secrets are

reason for depending on wigs.

It seems that the bright stage

lightsare harsh on her hair

and hive Wridency to dry it

out WrHi luck, she'll have

;
Paul Maslansky, producer of

Mtt 0MB

a; current Amer
dood resolutions are simply checks thai men draw on aenever she arrives in a

bank where thev have no account.' Oscar ildelthat problem for many years

Bobbie Jean Hill has joined

U.S. Borax as manager, Home

Economics. 20 Mule Team

Department, it was an-

nounced hy Jack Kerr, mar-

keting manager of Household

Products for the Los

mining and man-

ufacturing company.

Mrs. Hill had been an in-

structor in Home Economics

at Texas Southern Univer-

sity. Houston, for the past

two years. Previously she

served as staff home econ-

omistat U.S. Borax Research

Corporation, Anaheim. Cali-

fornia, working with 20 Mule

Team Household Product.

Her prior assignment was

with Procter & Gamble, Cin-

cinnati. Ohio, as a home

economist and assistant brand

manager.

Mrs. Hill will be her firm's

direct link to consumers. The

products she will represent

are Borateem Plus, '20 Mule

Team Borax, the Boraxo

hand cleaners, powdered and

creme, and 20 Mule Power

Industrial Strength Shower,

Tub and Tile Cleaner.

Born in Tulsa, Oklahoma,

where she attended Booker

T. Washington High School,

Mrs. Hill received her Bache- -

to come. She deserves it.

International release, "Raw

Meat," makes his debut as a

director. He recently

"The Sole

Survivor" and before that "Big

Truck" in Israel, starring Peter

Ustinov.

new town, she walks the whole

length of it, getting lots of

exercise and getting to know

the town and its people, too.

"People are fabulous," Mar-

jorie reports. One of her fav-

orite cities is Memphis, sur- -

Theatre downtown. t features

the Staple Singers, the

Temptations, Issac Hayes,

Roberta Flack and many

others.

Millie Jackson will feature

her latest hit, "Hurts So Good"

from the Warner Bros, film

lCleopatra Jones" when she

appears at the new Big Wilt's

Smalls Paradise with Wild Man

Bobbie Jean Hill

lor of Science degree from

Texas Southern University,

graduating Magmi Cum

Laude. She obtained her

Master, of Science degree

from Kansas State Unive-

rsity.

Mrs. Hill is active in sev-

eral professional Home Eco-

nomics associations, including

the American Home Econom-

ics Association, Home Econo-

mists in Business, the Elec-

trical Women's Round Table,

the Texas Association of Col-

lege Teachers, and the Asso-

ciation of College Professors

of Textiles and Clothing.

She resides in Los Angeles

with her husband, Charles E.

Hill.

The Hidden

Treasutes ofCalabash.
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In the 1970 annual report

of the FNMA two, pages are

devoted to a new program

undertaken by FNMA and the

Ford Foundation to assist a

limited, number of minority

businessmen wanting to get

into the mortgage banking

business.

"It was Fannie Mae's first

venture in the sponsorship of a

minority entrepreneurship

program. Born of high hopes

and lofty ideals, our program

had both social and economic

objectives geared to the

correspondent (minority

bankers) themselves and their

communities.

"Today, the program is in

NEW YORK - Good

to make money for producers.

At present on Variety's

Films are

'Coffy", "Cleopatra Jones",

"Gordon's War", and "Scream

Blacula Scream".

Another film that should

make Varieity's Top list this

week is Warner Bros.' "Enter

the Dragon". In spite of only

one favorable opinion from

New York critics, this martial

arts adventure starring the late

Bruce Lee and introducing Jim

Kelly is now playing four

Loews theatres in NYC broght

in a whopping $140,010 the

first three days of its premiere

week. The kids love it.

Paramount Pictures has a hit

on its hand with "Save the

Children", according to all who

have seen the movie filmed at

the Black Exposition held in

Chicago by Operation PUSH.

The movie premieres Sept. 19

at the Apollo Theatre in

Harlem, and the Criterion

Teen Times

By Lisa Bernadette

It's gossip time. Have you

heard these tidbits?

David Bowie is turning h's

talents to the silver screen. He

THE

RADIO

HATTIE,
a;

HATTIE

Mc DAN lit
ten mz

KAN.
BORN

THE AGE OF TWO

HER FAMIW TO

C0L0..WHERE

FROM

BLACK

Ht BLACK

ACTRESS HAVE

Way down at the

very tip of the North

Carolina Coast, beyond

the Green Swamp, right

near Corncake Inlet,

there's a tiny little

RADIO W)
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By JOHN HUDGINS

Steve and the Little Royal

Band.

Actor Leonard Parker, who

also works with the theatrical

workshop in Harlem's huge

program,

, is writing a

book on all the people who

have worked with the

program's Arts and Culture

Department and who are now

making names for themselves.

Such as Al Fann, Roger

Furman, Ron O'Neal, Antonio

Vargas,

Charles Gallery is the new

name of what was once

Harlem's popular eatery,

Frank's Restaurant. It will

reopen as a discotheque and

restaurant on September 5th.

G. Keith Alexander, who

works for Teleprompter and is

also a backup man for WBLS

HUDGINS
MINISTER

likely to get the best

shrimp or crab or sea

bass you've ever

fishing village.

It's called Calabashdisarray. Four of the original

n.
minority loan correspondents

SHE 6 A

CHILD IN THE CHURCH

CHOIR. WHEN SHE WAS

A TEENA6ER SHE WON

A MEDAL FOR HER

0FCONVICT'

dOEf IT WAS HER FIRST

sponsored by Fannie Mae no
tasted in your life.

Calabash is just a

few miles from

longer have a business

It's so small it's

just a dot on

the map. But if

you love seafood,

relationship with us, and all

the big beachesout one ot tne otners are

having a real struggle for

HER

WITH

A BAND TOURED
a unit hi Vrf.nenn served up plain and

Where the high dunes

stretch as far as you

can see. Where the surt

comes tumbling in all the

way from Spain. And

where you can get a

secluded little seaside

cottage and. forget about

the world.

See all of your state

this summer. The Carolina

Coast is just a part of the

most beautiful state in

America.

Yours.

at Wrightsvillerf IN an ywnK run

HER WITHTHE

HEADED ANDTHE MOVIE?..

survival."

One of the reasons for this,

inc. niNUirmnirw)

FOR

THE SHE PLAYED.

and Caro-

lina. With

big, plush

hotels and

Hunter said, was because black

simple right from

the ocean, it's worth

the search.

Because little

Calabash has seven-

teen of the greatest

nas Deen signmortgage bankers
"overestimated their own

ed to in

an English film
..ARRIVED IN HOLLVWOQPdisc jock Frankie Crocker is

opening his "Alexander The"Stranger in a
WITH ONLV 0.

boardwalks and

everything.Strange Land.

Nyes, as of

And it's just a

few more miles from

the lonely, beautiful

Outer Banks.

this moment

there will be am
Dept. 6Travel Promotion Div

P.O. Box 27687,
"Godfather II"

1
flick from Para-

t.. Am..

seafood restaurants in the

world. Honest. The whole

world.

They're all family places

that have been around for

years. They all bring in

the catch fresh every

morning. They're

mount Studios,

ON STAGEou Knowoomeone y
Raleigh, N.C. 27611

Please send me tree

Information

Name

sellsAvon. Address.

Like any other growing urban area, Durham with good reasons

should have a Black Mayor. In fact, it is a matter of time before the

correct amount of political savor and organizational ability will

certainly produce a Black mayor in Durham.

However, the present most potential candidate leaves much to

be desired. If we look at the failure of this endeavor in the last

Mayoral election, some credence can be given to my statement. In

the first place a surface who had nothing to disagree on

with the white and winning candidate. In fact, in a debate they

would up congratulating and praising each other. The second, and

most serious factor was the fact that the candidate ran an

campaign. At no point did he talk about we the

Black community or how we can work together to solve problems

that we have. The candidate chose to run on his own Ego and to

virtually ignore the major sector of the Black community, the

working class, the low income, welfare mothers, young people.

This man ran solely on the kind of politics. Elect me because

of who I am, because of what I do and did In the business world

Because am me 1 can do this and I can do this. Let me be your

mayor so that I can add another position to my list of

accomplishments that bear my name, which has some kind of value

of its own. Because of this mistake in understanding this character

lost by about 1500 votes. The tragedy of this situation is that there

were enough uninterested Black people who went fishing or stayed

away from the polls to have elected a Black mayor. This is even

more shocking when we look at the poor competition that came

from the white candidate.

What is interesting today is that this same nonwhite

individual is considering running again. As a Black writer, I can

only hope that he has learned a lesson If he is still unwilling or

unable (because of his busy schedule) to walk in CornwaUis and

talk in Hoover Road, or kiss a baby in McDougald terrace or eat

some supper in Edgemont. Unless Durham's potential Black mayor

is willing to speak to the reality of the Black masses then forget it.

Durham does not need a nonwhite (or maybe Black) man who is

just like Jim Hawkins, we don't need somebody who can't find

anything about Jim Hawkins to disagree on. We don't need

anybody who is so much like Jim Hawkins that the only difference

it skin color. There is more to being Black than just a difference in

appearance. If there is to be a Black mayor then certainly he must

bring part of the difference in being Black in America. For this will

be the challenge of the latter 70's and the 80's In the cities and the

urban areas of this country. If anybody can solve the problems of

the cities then Black mayors can or at least provide the spark to get

somebody else to do so.

For this a Mack mayor must be more than an egocentric

nonwhite who ha nothing to disagree with or no bones to pick, no

battle no difference of approach and everything in common with

Jim Hawkins but skin or so be leads us to believe.

Zip--

not too fancy,

maybe. But

in any one of

them you'reI i
A FUNNY THINGAnd your Avon Lady never pressures

fl ill
HAPPENED X THE WAYTWBR0M

Great" midtown spot on

September 16.

"CI eopatra Jones" brough

the largest gross in

the of Philly's Milgram

Theatre with a whopping

$76,000.

Bill McQueen, who edits the

NYC nightlife weekly

magazine, Twilight, has also

authored a film script, "The

Mirror." Film clips

are now being shown to

possible investors.

After five years in

retirement, Rose

Che Che Murphy is making a

comeback with an

appearance at a Greenwich

Village supper club starting in

December. Her

Eddie Matthews, was

once wed to Ethel Waters.

Hazel Scott,

now at Jimmy Weston's will be

on a TV soap opera, a first in

her career when she

guests on "One Life to Live".

Moans Hazel: "I play a jazz

vocalist singing at a wedding."

abilities as businessmen and

underestimated the amount of

hard work and study it would

take to make the program;

succeed.

"Some apparently believed

that all that would be needed

would be to order a telephone,

open the front door and the

money would come rolling in."

At the same time, Hunter

pointed out that his agency

"apparently underestimated

that committment that would

be required to make these

minority businessmen succeed-n-

necessarily in terms of

dollars alone but in terms of

the time and manpower that

would be required."

The relatively small volume

of deposits in black banks,

Hunter emphasized, "must be

laid to the failure of black

people to support black banks

and regret to say - also to

the failure of black banks in

some instances to support

black people.

"It is not common for a

black businessman who has

saved at a black bank during

the early stages of his business

to switch his money to a larger

bank when he finds his

you into buying anything.

Of course, if something you buy

isn't just right, you can be sure PLUS I
DINING FROM U

Lisa Bernadette starring none

other than Al Pacino.

Warren Beatty and song-

stress Joni Mitchell are a

"thing" in Beverly Hills now

that actress Julie Christie is

out of the picture.

And, after all the wondering,

Warren Beatty is the same guy

Carly Simon puts down in her

song, "You're So Vain."

Watch for Steve McQueen in

the upcoming movie, "Papil

Ion," filmed at Ocho Rios in

Jamaica. Steve and actress All

McGraw tied the knot in a

'
city park in Los Angeles this

month.

There are rumors of ro-

mance between Doris Day and

Sly ot Sly and the Family

Stone.

Don't let people gossip about

you. Acne can be a number

one teenage problem, but with

proper care it needn't, be

yours. Cleanliness is half the

battle. Try cleansing your face

twice dally with Fostex med-

icated cake, and for

cover use an acne

drying lotion such as Fostrll.

she will make an exchange or

That's not surprising.

Many thousands of black women

are Avon Ladies.

An Avon Lady is your sister,

your mother, your neighbor, your
friend.

And she brings a world of exciting

products right to your
house.

If you're busy when she stops by,

she'll leave an Avon Brochure. So you

can go through it when you
have time.

GREAT

m

refund your money.

When it comes right

down to it, there's just

nothing like buying from

someone you
know.

h3
h 4 3 THE VILLAGE BUffii Q

1 Reservations- - W

I DURHAH596-834-

North Carolina.
If

you are interested in selling Avon products:
Call

mm HHsiHI
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